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Burgundy 2021 & 2020 

 

In this offer: 

 

Domaine        Vintage  Page 

 

Irancy            

Maison de la Chapelle, La Chapelle-Vaupelteigne   2021  p8  

 

Chablis 

Domaine Gilbert Picq et Ses Fils, Chichée    2021  p9 

Domaine Nathalie & Gilles Fèvre, Fontenay-Prѐs-Chablis  2021  p10 

 

Côte Mâconnais 

Domaine Gilles Morat, Vergisson     2021  p11 

Domaine Guerrin, Vergisson      2021  p12 

 

Côte Chalonnaise 

Domaine Tupinier-Bautista Mercurey     2021  p13 

 

Côte de Beaune 

Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine, Pernand-Vergelesses   2021  p14 

Domaine Joseph Voillot, Volnay     2021  p16 

Domaine Buisson Battault, Meursault       2020  p17 

Domaine Rodolphe Demougeot, Meursault    2021  p18 

Domaine Jean-Pascal, Puligny-Montrachet    2021  p19 

Domaine Florence Cholet, Corcelles les Arts    2021  p20 

Domaine Michel Niellon, Chassagne-Montrachet   2021  p21 

Domaine Sylvain Langoureau, St Aubin     2021  p22 

 

Côte de Nuits 

Domaine Joseph Roty, Gevrey Chambertin    2020  p23 

Domaine Hubert Lignier, Morey St Denis    2020  p25 

Domaine Sylvain Cathiard, Vosne-Romanée    2021  p28 

Domaine Coquard Loison Fleurot (CLF), Flagey-Echézeaux  2021  p29 

 

 

The wines in this offer are priced per case In Bond (IB), ex UK Duty and VAT. Please turn to the 

back for an explanation of how this works regarding delivery.  

 

Alternatively call us on 0203 215 0011 or email jack@robertrolls.com to discuss. 

 

To order any of the wines in this offer, or if we can help with recommendations, please call 0203 

215 0011 or email jack@robertrolls.com. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Robert, Jack, Silvia and Ellie 

 

Robert Rolls & Co  

January 2023 
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Burgundy 2021 

 

“Once again, nature shows us that it is she who decides what happens to us and that we can 

only try to follow her as best we can.” 

 

Etienne Chaix, Domaine Joseph Voillot, Volnay 

 

After the ‘solar’ years of 2018, 2019 and 2020 many people, myself included, wondered if this was the 

new normal. Would we ever see a return to the elegance and finesse of yesteryear we wailed, as we 

glared at our opaque Zaltos and gnashed our deeply stained teeth? 

 

Well, in 2021, we have just such a year.  

 

The story starts around the beginning of April, or perhaps a little before, in March, when fine and warm 

weather saw the vines growing strongly and ahead of schedule. This proved dangerous when, on the 5th 

to the 7th of April, three consecutive nights of sub-zero temperatures hit, destroying the vines’ buds, and 

devastating the year’s crop. At domaine Morat, they said with temperatures falling as low as -7oc there 

was little which could be done. The traditional methods of fighting frost, lighting paraffin candles or 

lamps amongst the rows, or burning hay, can only really raise the temperature by a couple of degrees, 

not much use in the teeth of such cold. The frosts descended quickly, affecting the vines on the slopes 

as much or more than those on the flat, and just like that many vineyards’ vintage was settled. 

Chardonnay, its growth being more advanced than Pinot Noir, was the worst affected, but in both 

colours the losses were huge. Sebastien Cathiard lost 70% of his Vosne 1er Crus, Thomas Collardot, at 

CLF, over 50% of his Grand Cru. Further south, in Chassagne, Niellon lost between 50-80%, while 

Langoureau lost over 80% in some of their St Aubin 1er Crus, and a large proportion of their village 

crop as well.  

 

When the cold weather finally changed it was replaced by a period of wet, warm weather, meaning the 

vines grew quickly, and there was a real danger of rot. With rain almost every day treatments were 

washed off the leaves, so had to be reapplied more often, leading to more hours work in the vineyards, 

and more exhaustion for the workers. The weather improved a little through August, though it was never 

hot. Towards the end of the month and into September warmer weather saw ripening proceed quickly. 

This was a nervous time – the vines and grapes were fragile, and more rain could have meant devastating 

rot and even more lost yield. Most people began harvesting around the 20th of September. Patchy rain 

meant many had to pause their harvests, so even at the end it was a year of hard work; According to 

Nathalie Langoureau, both physically and psychologically demanding. 

 

After harvest, strict selections were necessary to ensure only the healthiest grapes were used. This must 

be an incredible painful exercise in a year with such low yields, but it is vital for the pursuit of quality. 

The grapes had much thinner skins than in the previous years, which meant careful extractions were 

needed, to get good colour and tannin without any harsh notes, especially from the pips. Cold soaks 

were extended in many cases, and the use of remontage, pumping over, increased over the more violent 

pigeage, punching down.  

 

So how are the wines?  

2021 is in some ways a return to the past, and in some ways, not. Many of the growers we work with 

were children when conditions like this were the norm. Manu Bautista thought that had 2021 happened 

20 or 30 years ago, there wouldn’t have been much of a vintage at all. Now, with modern viticulture 

and vinification, quality focussed domaines were able to produce good wine, even if they couldn’t do 

anything about the quantity. When asked for a vintage comparison, Manu didn’t really have one. But, 

for reds, he mentioned how good the wines were despite the travails and drew a comparison with 

1999/2000 – he thought that 2020 would overshadow 2021, but the latter year might surprise us with 

both its longevity and ultimately quality. Laurent Lignier mentioned 2001, perhaps also 2014 in more 

recent years, but struggled for a precise comparator.  
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2021 is a return to lighter colours, less ripe fruit, higher acidity, and lower alcohols. None of these is, 

intrinsically and absolutely, a good thing- but taken together and in balance, they can add up to 

beautifully elegant, refined wines which do recall a different time. Many of my notes mention ‘just ripe’ 

and it would be easy to take this as a criticism, but that would be completely wrong. Just ripe is just 

right. The crispness of the fruit, its succulence, is the hallmark of 2021 at its best, and it is delicious. I 

had worried we would find more under ripe or rot affected wines, but we really didn’t. We work with a 

skilled group of growers, all of whom prize quality first and foremost and practice severe selections, 

and their dedication has been rewarded.  

 

The whites have cool citrus acidity, they are fresh, sometimes steely, but not in our tastings, overly 

green or harsh. The reds are towards the red end of the fruit spectrum, many with a really pleasing 

crispness to them. They are pure, have well integrated tannin, and super freshness. I imagine many will 

be delicious young on their primary fruit, but they will also age happily over the medium term, though 

I suspect they will drink well before the 2019s and 2020s. In both colours the difference between 

villages and indeed between vineyards is clearly delineated. This is such an enthralling and compelling 

aspect of Burgundy, the heart really of the region’s complexity and enduring fascination, and one which 

can be harder to see in riper years.  

 

There is no escaping that the low yields have translated into lower allocations for us, and for many of 

the most in-demand wines, we have almost nothing to offer, even to those who have bought before. In 

some cases, wines which we follow were simply not made. This will make allocations particularly tricky 

this year, so please be patient and we will do the best that we can.  

 

In short, there is a lot to like in 2021, it is a vintage for drinking and enjoying, and we should celebrate 

its elegance and finesse – this is a vintage without recent comparisons and one which reminds us that 

Burgundy doesn’t have to be big to be beautiful. 
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Our Personal Selections 

If you have never bought En Primeur before, please don’t worry, we are here to help. It’s a great way 

to secure wine at the best prices, either for drinking soon or in the future, and above all, it is fun!  

 

Robert and I have chosen  some of our favourite wines below, wines we feel would be a great place to 

start if you are just beginning to buy EP. However please don’t feel tied to these, we are always on 

hand to discuss any aspects of the offer and can help with putting a collection together for you. 

 

If you would like to discuss choices drop us a line at jack@robertrolls.com or call on 0203 215 011. 

 

Robert’s Choices 

Great value 

Domaine Nathalie & Gilles Fèvre Chablis 2021    £78.00/6 IB 

I love the immediacy of this wine: an engaging sense of seaside, of Chardonnay grown on Chablis’ 

ancient marine marl. A whiff of sea breeze on the nose and a salivating texture which draws one in 

and would welcome the company of shellfish or delicately prepared sea bass.  Drink now plus 18 

months 

 

Wines for the cellar 

Rodolphe Demougeot Beaune Les Beaux Fougets 2021   £150.00/6 IB 

Engaging Cote de Beaune style Pinot Noir, a rich earthiness which underpins a vibrant red stone fruit 

quality.  Bright and thoroughly satisfying. Can be enjoyed young. Drink from 2024 to 2029 

 

Finest wines 

Domaine Coquard-Loison-Fleurot Echézeaux 2021    TBC/3 IB 

Of the six Grands Crus from Coquard, for me the Echézeaux stood out when tasted in November. The 

aromas reveal the high-toned fruit from Vosne. A real sense of place. The palate has a refreshing 

seam of minerality within a fruit structure of pure Grand Cru dimensions.   A wine of great distinction 

and refinement which can be enjoyed in relative youth, and then some.  Drink from 2025 to 2035. 

 

Jack’s Choices 

Great Value 

Maison de la Chapelle Irancy 2021      £99.00/6 IB 

This wine really speaks to the vintage in my mind. From its crisp, inviting red fruit and floral nose, to 

its elegant structure and beautifully fresh, pure fruit, Gregory and Delphine have encapsulated 2021 

in this wine. I buy a case of this every year. 2021 might not be the longest lived vintage they have 

produced, but it is certainly one of my favourites, and will be delightful from next summer. I don’t 

know if I’ll be able to wait so long for my first bottle though!  

 

Wines for the cellar 

Domaine Joseph Roty Marsannay les Ouzeloy 2020    £186.00/6 IB 

Joseph Roty was ahead of the game in realising the quality which Marsannay could produce. These 

plot in the Ouzeloy lieu-dit were one of his earliest purchases – some of the vines here are over 90 

years old. And this cuvee ages – Robert and I have shared bottles from the 1980s and 1990s which 

were simply enthralling in their perfume and complexity. 2028+ 

 

Finest wines 

Domaine Joseph Voillot Volnay 1er Cru Champans 2021   £330.00/6 IB 

Many of you will know that Volnay is perhaps my dessert island wine. Here we have one of the 

village’s great 1er Crus in a beautifully transparent, refined vintage. Etienne’s integrity shines 

through into his wines, this is a superb example of the vineyard, with its perfumed just ripe fruit and 

floral notes above a well-defined almost sinewy structure. 2030-2040.  
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Maison de la Chapelle, Irancy         

Until mid-2022, Grégory Viennois was the technical director of Chablis Laroche, responsible for 

producing over a million bottles of white wine a year. Working with his wife Delphine, Maison de la 

Chapelle was their passion project ; a little under 12,000 bottles of red from two garages in his garden, 

doing everything by hand. Having now resigned his position at Laroche, he will now focus full time on 

Maison de la Chapelle, as well as his various consulting projects across France. This is set to be an 

exciting year for Grégory & Delphine. As well as the normal range of Irancy, and their excellent 

Aligoté, 2023 will see the first release of Chablis under their label. We have yet to taste, as unfortunately 

we were not able to visit last autumn, but given Grégory’s CV, and the quality of the wines he produces, 

it is safe to say I am excited. Watch this space!  

 

As we couldn’t visit I have asked Gregory and Delphine for their brief notes on the vintage.  

 

“2021 can be considered as a very classic vintage if we refer to the septentrional conditions that we 

had! Indeed, after 4 warm and dry vintages, 2021 will remain, all the season, marked by cold and humid 

conditions, and, the most important for us, by the catastrophic spring frosts which caused a very 

significant loss of yield. Irancy, due to its exposure and its hillside location, which is usually spared by 

frost, unfortunately was not in 2021! 

 

We started the harvest on September, the 25th. At the end, the volume harvested is ridiculous, less than 

10 Hl/Ha, but the few grapes per vine became ripe, and  their perfect sanitary condition permitted to 

us to vinified and aged a 2021 vintage full of delicacy, balance, and definitely with a very pure 

expression of “pinot noir”. 

 

Bourgogne Aligoté 2021       £69.00/6 IB 

From two 35 year old vineyards in Chitry, growing on limestone clay over Kimmeridgian deposits – 

classic Chablis terroir in other words! This shows in the wine, which is stony, dry and refreshing, 

with a sense of cool citrus fruit and a spine of electric saline acidity. Great zip and balance. 
 

“The 2021 Bourgogne Aligoté is a fine success, delivering notes of citrus oil, linden, wet stones and 

discreet notions of aromatic botanicals. Medium-bodied, bright and precise, it's a nicely balanced, 

attractive wine that concludes with a chalky finish.” 

William Kelley The Wine Advocate 21.07.2022 
 

Irancy 2021         £99.00/6 IB 

A blend of four climats, Paradis, Renouel, Beaux Monts and Bâtardes from vines aged between 30 

and 50 years. Completely destemmed and 100% raised in old barrels. Beautiful colour. Crisp red 

fruits and spice. Fresh and crunchy on the attack, with pure fruit and a sense of tension. This feels so 

pure and while there is concentration, from the low yields no doubt, there is no heaviness – it is crisp 

and elegant. Lovely floral red fruit finish.  
 

Irancy Les Bâtardes 2021       £144.00/6 IB 

30-year-old vines planted on a northwest facing slope. 30% whole bunches. 3- & 4-year-old barrels. 

This vineyard gives an ethereal wine with very little fat yet a huge sense of energy and life. Grégory 

says les Bâtardes produces tiny, concentrated grapes – he likened it to Chablis’s Montée de Tonnerre, 

but red! Touch deeper in colour, while the nose shows darker red fruits and peppery notes. Super 

texture, cool, fresh. This is precise, focus, quite generous on the mid-palate, then tightens up to waves 

of red fruit, dried flowers and a touch of earth on the finish.  
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Domaine Gilbert Picq et Ses Fils, Chichée, Chablis 

The commitment to quality here is impressive. The vineyards are farmed organically. Old vines are 

retained. Yields are kept low. No oak is used, only stainless steel. Fermentations take place with natural 

yeasts. The aim is simple, transmit Chablis’ unique terroir as faithfully and transparently as possible. 

This simple approach works, in the words of the Wine Advocate’s William Kelley, Domaine Picq is 

“one of Chablis' finest, a source of concentrated and incisive Chablis that are well worth seeking 

out.” 
 

The terroir in Chichée is classic Chablis; a high proportion of Kimmeridgian Clay in vineyards well 

angled to catch the sun. Indeed, Didier’s 1er Cru Vaucoupin enjoys a similar aspect to Grand Cru 

Bougros.  
 

Unfortunately, we were not able to visit Chablis this year, so I have included Jasper Morris’ notes below. 

Very low yields here, so allocations will be difficult. No Vaudécorse this year- it’s in the Vieilles 

Vignes, and the Vaucoupin 1er Cru is bottled only in magnums.  
 

Chablis 2021         £84.00/6 IB 

One can tell this is Chablis immediately and grown on good terroir at that. Didier says the soil in 

these parcels is high quality chalk and always gives a focused, mineral wine 

 

“Glowing pale yellow with a light lime tint. Plenty of fruit, plenty of Chablis stones, remarkably long 

finish, this is clean and classy. Showing well and early out of its traps. Drink from 2024-2027.” 

87-89pts ★★★★* 

  

Chablis Dessus La Carrière 2021      £99.00/6 IB 

A blend of two climats, Semon and Paradis, which sit above a disused limestone quarry, giving an 

indication of the terroir here. 
 

“43 hl sounds good, only that figure came from two hectares. Tightly knit, much less giving than the 

Vieilles Vignes. Much more backward, this will take some time – it is after all a cuvée which always 

ages really well. Lemon and lime notes at the finish. Drink from 2024-2030.” 88-90pts ★★★★* 

 

Chablis Vieilles Vignes 2021       £105.00/6 IB 

Various plots, all over 50-years-old, on a mix of clay and limestone. 
 

“Includes the Vaudécorse vineyard which was not made separately. A glowing fluorescent yellow. 

The nose is more discreet at first, then quite floral – this is really good, with concentration at the back 

and a fine salinity. Drink from 2024-2028.” 88-91pts ★★★★* 
 

Chablis 1er Cru Vosgros 2021       £135.00/6 IB 

A stony, cool site influenced by a combe. 
 

“Correct yield after protection. Pale lemon colour, backward on the nose, not singing yet. This is 

really tight and though there are some mirabelle elements to the fruit, it stays on the leaner side. 

Drink from 2025-2031.”89-92pts ★★★* 
 

Chablis 1er Cru Vaucoupin 2021   Per One Magnum £60.00/1 IB 

Planted on a south facing slope overlooking the Serein river, Picq’s vines are in the steepest part 

were a slope of over 45 degrees means everything must be done by hand.  
 

“9hl only and will just be offered in magnum. Pale to mid fluorescent lemon. Really stylish in bouquet 

with quite some concentration. Very complete, absolutely pure, with the usual electric thread of 

Vaucoupin, a bit sunnier than one might expect from 2021 but long and lovely. The juice was 

beautiful, says Didier. Impressive persistence. Drink from 2026-2032.” 91-93pts ★★★★* 
 

* All notes from Jasper Morris / www.insideburgundy.com 
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Domaine Nathalie & Gilles Fèvre, Fontenay-Prѐs-Chablis  

Gilles and his wife, Nathalie, combine wine-making skills to make wines where aromas, texture and 

flavour provide a haunting reminder that Chablis’ unique fossil-based clay soil is an ancient seabed. 

Their 15-hectare domaine comprises mostly of vineyards handed down to Gilles, as a member of 

Chablis’ pre-eminent family. The highly articulate Nathalie is a former winemaker at La Chablisienne. 

They have now been joined by their daughter Julie, who is working at the domaine full time having 

finished her studies.  

 

Although the season here was a difficult one, the family should be proud of the two wines below. As 

we weren’t able to visit this year, Robert and I tasted bottled samples in the office recently and were 

impressed. The village Chablis simply reeks of Chablis, if that makes sense, while the Fourchaume, 

harvested before rain forced the picking to pause, is tighter and shows a fine line of minerality on its 

finish.  

 

Chablis 2021         £78.00/6 IB 

32ha planted 1960-2013, in sites surrounding Fontenay-Prѐs-Chablis. All the vines are planted on 

classic Chablis stony soils, littered with fossils. 100% made in stainless steel to retain freshness and 

terroir character, bottled after around 10 months on its fine lees with only a light filtration. Ripe 

apple nose – almost something tropical here. There’s an edge of limestone pungency though, and this 

element grows and really comes to the fore as the wine sits in the glass. Surprisingly rich and fruit 

forward on the attack, plenty of concentration (low yields?), before a similar thing happens – the 

saline edge of Kimmeridge begins to take on more presence, and this ends very classically, with a 

smoky, oyster shell finish.  

 

Chablis 1er Cru Fourchaume 2021      £126.00/6 IB 

Some old vines here, planted in 1948. Long, gently sloped site, facing the rising sun and warm in the 

morning. Normally 100% stainless steel, in 2021 they used 10% oak to try and get more depth and 

richness in the mid-palate. Super nose, floral, a touch of apricot, stone fruit, and the smoke of 

Kimmeridge. There’s less obvious fruit richness than the village, this is tighter, more mineral, and 

finer. Really tightens up on the finish, there’s a good line of salinity and floral notes above.  
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Domaine Gilles Morat, Vergisson 

Domaine Morat produce wines which combine Pouilly-Fuissé’s ripe, sun kissed fruit with a focussed 

sense of clarity. At 300-400ms, it is the altitude at which their vineyards sit which gives their wines 

their cut, as well as the Morat’s meticulous and organic approach to viticulture; as Joëlle said, ‘There 

are no good cooks with bad ingredients’.    

 

The frost hit at midnight. A winter frost in April, -7oc and too fast to fight. All they could do was survey 

the damage. Gilles said that despite the destruction he loved the wines – 2021 is a rare vintage now, no 

real heat, enough rain, but not too much. Harvest began on the 26th of September, nearly a month behind 

2020. The wines are precise and focussed, just how he likes them. Gilles maintains that acidity is key 

to ageing, and thinks 2021 is a keeper, recommending drinking 2020 first.  

 

From the St Veran to the 1er Cru Sur la Roche the quality and accuracy of the wine making is clear. 

Snap them up.  

 

Saint Veran Roche Mer 2021       £84.00/6 IB 

Roche Mer could mean ‘mother rock’ or ‘rock of the sea’, both translations give us an insight into 

this wine. Two sites, one planted in 1959, the other in 1980, have poor, thin soil over limestone. They 

are fermented and aged in stainless steel. Lifted, crystalline white fruits. Very tight, pure, and racy 

attack, there’s a crunch to the acidity, as well as a saline minerality to the structure. Fine, elegant, 

with a glassy texture, peach fruit and a touch of red apple in its focussed finish.  

 

Pouilly Fuissé Belemnite 2021       £120.00/6 IB 

Three old vine sites, named for the fossils found in the vineyard. Giles says good balance of clay and 

limestone. 10% new oak, fermentations in barrel. Just a little bâtonnage. Deeper, richer white 

currants. Textural, concentrated, with well-integrated acidity and fleshy stone fruit, this feels 

harmonious and complete, and I can imagine it will drink well early.  

 

Pouilly Fuissé Vignes Dessus 2021      £129.00/6 IB 

These vines are grown on the upper reaches of Vergisson on an ancient outcrop of blue clay, pre-

dating the limestone found elsewhere.  The magnesium rich clay is resistant to drought and allows the 

grapes to mature slowly and develop balance. The Morats think it gives richness, but not at the 

expense of acidity. Lots of volume here, rich lemon and bitter orange, lovely fine acids interplay with 

fleshy fruit, while the structure feels different here – leaves a crystalline sensation on the gums, and a 

feeling of tangerine skins on its finish. Super wine.  

 

Pouilly-Fuissé le Haut de la Roche 2021     £150.00/6 IB  

A new wine for 2020. When the INO passed judgement on Sur la Roche’s claim for 1er Cru status 

they decided this parcel, the top of the vineyard, was too high, so couldn’t gain the new status. 

Separated from the lower parcels by a farm track, at 410m it’s 10m above the limit. Excellent nose! 

Golden apples, limes, flowers, this sings with vibrant citrus and stone fruit. Crunchy on the palate, 

really a chalky, mineral structure, then the finish is super, floral, fruit, mineral, and really develops in 

the mouth. A struggle to spit this!  

 

Pouilly Fuissé 1er Cru ‘Sur la Roche’ 2021     £192.00/6 IB 

This is the Appellation’s most famous vineyard and was accorded 1er Cru status from the 2020 

vintage. It sits on a bedrock of ancient limestone which gives the wine its minerality, saline tension, 

and which adds lift to aromatics as varied as lavender and pink grapefruit.  Touch riper – there’s 

peach and a little mango here. Feels like a puzzle, almost completed. One can see the line, the 

minerality, there’s limestone on the gums, a weight of fruit, but this will need time to come together. 

Finish is great though – long, with a smoky note running through the ripe citrus and stone fruit. This 

is a very impressive wine which more than lives up to its newfound status.  
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Domaine Guerrin & Fils, Vergisson 

Located between the Roc de Vergisson and Roc de Solutre, the climate here, south of the Cote d’Or is 

warmer and sunnier and can give blowsy wines. The quality factor at Domaine Guerrin is their holdings. 

Several of their plots benefit from relative altitude (up to 400m) and rocky limestone soils which add 

minerality and structure to firm ripe fruit flavours.   

 

Son Bastien is now at the domaine full time and taking over from his father. He is working with natural 

yeast fermentations, and cutting back new oak, while extending elevage. These developments seem to 

be bearing fruit with a series of successful vintages.  

 

Domaine Guerrin lost 60% of the crop in 2021. Nevertheless we have two good wines below, both of 

which offer exceptional value. 

 

Mâcon-Vergisson Les Rochers 2021      £66.00/6 IB  

A super Macon! 35 year old vines growing in two sites. Sur la Roche (confusingly!) has loose scree 

over limestone, while En Bille Folland, produces a broader wine from its deeper clay. The two sites 

blend well to produce a wine with steely, crunchy acidity and creamy, generous mid palate weight. 

Exceptional wine for the price. Finishes with a little cool chalky grip. 2023+ 

 

Saint-Véran Clos Vessat 2021       £72.00/6 IB 

2 hectares of vines in the commune of Leynes, growing at around 200ms. A vineyard facing south 

south-west, which ripens early. The clay is deep here and the site gives a wine with a lifted, floral and 

blossom scented nose and deep, ripe fruit with sun kissed Mâconnais style. Quite ripe, rich fruit, but 

well valanced. A real dinner party pleaser next summer. 2023+ 
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Domaine Tupinier-Bautista, Mercurey 

I’m always charmed by Manu Bautista’s enthusiasm, an exuberance which carries through to his wines. 

Manu says he is working to find the elegance in Mercurey. Fruit is no problem, but he wants restraint. 

‘Pinot must be fresh, it’s not syrah! I love elegance and finesse, like Chambolle-Musigny’  

 

20 years ago, Manu thinks, a vintage like 2021 could have been a disaster, but they know more now, 

viticulture is much better. Over three nights temperatures reached -70C, candles and fires can help by 

just a couple of degrees, so there was nothing to be done – they lost 80% of their Chardonnay, 50% of 

the Pinot Noir. They kept a good canopy to protect the remaining fruit and ensure ripeness and didn’t 

get a lot of rot. Harvest began on the 18th of September, the grapes, what there were of them, were good. 

They increased the cold soak by 6 days to get a bit more colour and body, but otherwise didn’t change 

too much.  

 

After the long-lived 2020 and 2019, Manu thought the 2021s would be usefully early drinking – but he 

cautioned that didn’t mean they wouldn’t age. He pointed to 2000, overshadowed by 1999, but still 

drinking well at 20+ years old. 

 

Bourgogne Rouge 2021       £81.00/6 IB 

Dark spicy red fruits. Good freshness, fine tannins, supple, plenty of fruit, but this is more restrained, 

old fashioned perhaps, than the 2020 was last year. 

 

Mercurey Vieilles Vignes 2021       £114.00/6 IB 

60 year-old vines. Deep colour for year, bright. Perfumed dark cherry and violets. Good body, nicely 

ripe dark fruit, fine tannins, touch dry at this stage, just bottled two weeks ago. Well balanced acidity, 

and showing good length of flavour, with pure fruit and floral notes rising on the finish. 

 

Mercurey ‘Clos des Touches’ 2021      £126.00/6 IB 

This comes from a tiny plot of 40-year-old vines just below Manu’s cuverie.  Whilst just a village ‘lieu 

dit’ it is altogether more complex. Dark red fruits, more floral on the nose, roses. Tighter, a little 

more refined, with layers of fruit, sultry, almost exotic, then tightens up towards finish with a touch of 

mineral coolness, floral yet restrained.  

 

Mercurey 1er Cru Sazenay 2021      £150.00/6 IB 

50-year-old vines growing in poor soil. This is a fine example of how limestone adds an extra 

dimension. It heightens and adds lift on the nose with a floral scent and adds an intriguing saline edge 

to the fruit. Quite deeply coloured. Really taut core of cool but ripe dark cherry. Fine tannins, 

impression of coiled power, finishes with more complex notes of liquorice and a touch of anise. Super 

grip- leaves an impression of cool rock.  

 

Mercurey 1er Cru les Vellées Vieilles Vignes 2021    £156.00/6 IB 

60-year-old vines growing on a south facing slope which Manu says has very good limestone 

underneath. Tank sample. Bit of reduction here. Palate though is lovely, ripe yet cool, and very fresh. 

Good fruit while underneath runs a mineral seam. Touch dry on the finish, needs air, the quality of 

fruit is impressive, dark and crunchy, finishes tight and mineral.  

 

Mercurey 1er Cru Clos du Roy 2021   per three bottles £96.00/3 IB 

Clos du Roy is widely seen as Mercurey’s finest site. Another dimension of purity and brightness, with 

lifted dark cherry, fruit stones, super tight, mineral. Really very taut and controlled, focussed. 

Everything just so, great balance, very long and defined. Fine silky tannins, and great purity of fruit.  
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Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine, Pernand-Vergelesses 

This family domaine was established in 1879, and its 20 hectares cover holdings in 6 villages of the 

Côte de Beaune, including a Monopole within Pernand Vergelesses. The domaine is now run by 

Christine Gruère-Dubreuil, one of the leading female winemakers in the Cote D’Or. Christine’s 

daughter, Clémentine, has recently joined the domaine full time. 

 

The domaine is HVE certified – a ‘holistic’ approach to sustainability which considers land stewardship 

and the whole environment, both in the vineyard and winery. No pesticides or weedkiller are used, and 

they are around 95% organic.  

 

Christine’s wines are fine-boned, elegant, and delightfully pure. Made traditionally, with new oak used 

sparingly, they are eloquent interpretations of their sites. These wines have a great track record of ageing 

– on a recent visit Robert was served a fabulous 1972 Corton Bressandes.  

 

Unfortunately, we didn’t time our visit well, and were unable to taste the 2021s, so I have included 

Jasper Morris’s notes below. We did however taste through the 2020s, confirming them as some of the 

most elegant, refined examples of the vintage I have found. Well done if you bought some last year! 

Badly affected by the frosts, our allocations here are very much reduced.  

 

Whites 

Pernand-Vergelesses Blanc 2021      £135.00/6 IB 

Four plots with an average age of 30 years. Fermented and aged in 50% barrel, 10% new, and 50% 

stainless steel.  

 

“Fresh pale lemon colour. The bouquet is beautifully typical of Pernand. Plenty of fruit here on the 

palate with a little bit of flesh too. Ripe greengage and white fruit behind, and the right balance of 

acidity as well. Drink from 2024-2026” 89pts ★★★★* 

 

Pernand-Vergelesses 1er Cru Clos Berthet Monopole Blanc 2021  £219.00/6 IB 

25-year-old vines growing at the top of the hill, facing south-west. Borders 1er Cru Sous Frétille. 

Promoted to 1er Cru in 2000, for whites only. 20% new oak.  

 

“Mid lemon yellow. The bouquet is a little tighter and tenser while the palate stretches out further 

than Sous Frétille. A more complete wine in all departments this year, light fresh apples and a useful 

salinity. Much more persistent this year. Drink from 2024-2027” 91pts ★★★★* 

 

Corton-Charlemagne 2021       £570.00/6 IB 

Good sites in the En Charlemagne sector, mid and bottom slope. 30-year-old vines. 30% new oak.  

 

“Pale to mid lemon. The bouquet is restrained yet fine. This is very graceful, with a seamless silky 

texture. A discreet and elegant example, medium bodied, quite persistent, a little well-judged oak, and 

a few stones bringing up the finish. Drink from 2025-2030.” 93pts ★★★* 

 

Reds 

Pernand-Vergelesses Rouge 2021      £114.00/6 IB 

Average 30-year-old vines. A little 1er Cru in the blend, from Les Fichots.  

 

Mid red. A pretty floral red fruit, elegant and with charm, in the style of typical Pernand. Attractively 

perfumed on the palate too, light tannins, an agreeable lighter red for summer drinking. Drink from 

2024-2026. 86-87pts ★★★* 
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Volnay 2021         £180.00/6 IB 

35–45-year-old vines. Around 40% 1er Cru grapes, from Carelle, Brouillards & Les Lurets.  

  

“The village grapes have been enhanced by a little 1er Cru fruit from Carelle, Brouillard and Lurets. 

A fine bright mid red. Plenty of energy on the nose, rather stylish in a darker red fruit, some plums. A 

light bitterness to finish but nonetheless the elegance of Volnay shows through with fresher raspberry 

notes at the back. Drink from 2025-2028.” 88-90pts ★★★* 

 

Pernand-Vergelesses 1er Cru Ile des Vergelesses 2021    £198.00/6 IB 

This is a vineyard which deserves greater recognition – it should be held amongst the best of the Cote 

de Beaune. Perfect mid-slope site, facing south-east, the Dubreuil vines are around 35 years old. Very 

good limestone beneath the clay.  

 

“A good bright lighter purple crimson. There is a little more depth of fruit on the nose. More 

precision, fine structure, a return of high-class fruit at the finish. Not dramatic but fine boned and 

well made. Long fine finish. Drink from 2025-2030.” 90-92pts ★★★★* 

 

Corton Clos du Roi grand Cru 2021      £360.00/6 IB 

Of the many vineyards which are allowed to add their name to Corton Grand Cru, the Clos du Roi, 

lying at the heart of the appellation, is one of the finest. Jasper Morris, in Inside Burgundy, makes 

special mention and argues it should stand as a Grand Cru in its own right**. Ideally placed on the 

slope, not too high, not too low, there isn’t much soil above the limestone rock.  

 

“Mid crimson purple with a lovely raspberry seedless aspect. A little bit tighter on the palate, slightly 

more concentration and though still entirely red fruit this has a darker profile. The tannins and 

acidity are in balance at the finish.” 91-93pts ★★★* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* All notes from Jasper Morris / www.insideburgundy.com 

**p. 276 Inside Burgundy, Jasper Morris, BB&R Press 
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Domaine Joseph Voillot, Volnay 

“The season ends in the vineyard. We have finished harvesting the 2021 vintage, unfortunately 

without any surprises.” 

 

So begins Etienne Chaix’s introduction to the vintage, and it is an illustrative sentence. When all was 

said and done, the losses suffered due to the early season frosts could not be recovered, there was no 

surprise, and yields, as feared, proved to be tiny; between 50-80% less than a normal year. The smallest 

ever at the domaine.  

 

The frosts were not the end of it. Shocked by the cold, the vines went into an energetic vegetive phase, 

and it was hard work for the team to keep up with pruning and training. Cool weather at flowering 

further reduced the potential yields. Rain, over 60% above the average, saw a return of mildew after 

several years without. The near daily rain washed treatments off leaves. It was a year of toil, a fight 

Etienne knew would be hard to win. Then, three weeks of good weather preceding harvest allowed the 

grapes to ripen fully. Not quite a miraculous recovery, but welcome, nevertheless.  

 

Etienne said that the frost, so devastating for quantity, ultimately improved quality – given the 

conditions, had the vines been carrying a normal yield, ripeness would have been a bigger issue. Harvest 

began here on the 18th of September with a strict selection necessary in the vineyard and at the domaine.  

In the winery maceration time was increased, with one punch-down (pigeage) in the morning, and two 

pump-overs (remontage) during the day, and a little chaptalisation was used, all to find the right balance 

in the wines. No new oak at all in 2021. 

 

Etienne thinks 2021 is a return to more classical Burgundy, and a year in which the vineyard’s character, 

and quality, really shines through. Given the travails, it is a testament to Etienne and his team how well 

these wines showed. 

  

Bourgogne Rouge Vieilles Vignes 2021     £117.00/6 IB 

The average age of the vines here is 57 years, with the oldest planted in 1953. Bottled when we tasted. 

Crisp red fruits, with a little roasted earth. Good texture, very fresh, but then quite concentrated on mid 

palate. Fine, elegant, soft tannins, and a good line and balance. 2025+. 
 

Volnay Vieilles Vignes 2021       £198.00/6 IB 

From six parcels, with plantings from 1930-1982. These vines faired better than some – their age sees 

them bud a little later. Good lift to nose, crunchy attack, crisp and fresh, with refined, airy red fruits 

and rose petal, fine structure, good length, we can feel the old vine concentration. 2025-2035. 
 

Volnay 1er Cru les Fremiets 2021      £330.00/6 IB 

Mid-slope vineyard with red clay over the limestone rock. Vines planted between 1932-1978. Sleek, 

pure red fruits, a little leaf, fine integrated tannins, bright fruit, poised and taut, well textured, yet 

fresh. Floral, perfumed finish, just so, violets and some spice. 2028-2035+ 
 

Volnay 1er Cru Champans 2021      £330.00/6 IB 

Very stony, free draining soil in this climat below the village, where the Voillot vines average 66 

years old. Darker fruit, riper. Balance spot on, immediate, juicy, fresh acidity, just ripe yet beautifully 

balanced fruit, fine if firm tannin, more power here, muscle, but still fine and elegant. This will be 

very good. 2030-2040 
 

Volnay 1er Cru les Caillerets 2021   per 3 bottles  £171.00/3 IB 

A small holding of 0.14ha, planted in 1984. Recognised as one of Volnay’s finest 1er Crus, and 

locally known as one of the village’s most classical expressions, Caillerets is on a gentle slope facing 

south-east, the ground littered with small pebbles. 70% down. Super nose! Lovely fresh fruit lift. Cool, 

tensile wine, silky tannin, purity, and finesse. A wine of fruit and flowers, but underpinned by 

minerality, marble cool, and an energy and sense of vitality in its long finish.. 2030-2040 
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Domaine Buisson Battault, Meursault   

This feels a good time for Francois and his family. Their domaine, Buisson-Battault, is no longer the 

insider’s secret it was, known locally as a fine source of Meursault, but little known abroad. Indeed, we 

now sell out every year, so please enquire if you would like an allocation. The wines see 12 months in 

barrel, around 20% new, before they are moved to tank along with their fine lees for at least another six 

months. Francois doesn’t use bâtonnage after fermentation, preferring the slow enrichment that comes 

with extended lees contact. He only sells his wines once bottled, hence the 2020s offered here.  

 

Francois likes 2020. He contrasted the year with 2019, when sugars accumulated quickly and it was 

hard to get the balance and phenolic ripeness perfect, in 2020 things were slower and gentler. Despite 

the warm and dry conditions the pH. were good, mainly, he thought, due to the cooler nights, which 

allowed the vines some respite. 
 

Bourgogne Aligoté 2020       £66.00/6 IB 

Always one of the best Aligoté we offer, it just seems to be on a different level. It comes from two sites 

-  one parcel gives rich wines, often with an extra degree of alcohol, while the other is always lean 

and fresh. Ripe, rich, yet plenty of freshness and tension. Citrussy acidity, good length, and a saline 

grip on the finish. Top aligoté. From 2023.  
 

Bourgogne Blanc 2020        £90.00/6 IB 

Francois is making a little more of this cuvee now as he is looking after his brother’s vines. Always a 

good Bourgogne Blanc which offers a view into the village and domaine style. Fleshy and pulpy, 

peach and lime, textured and ripe yet mouth-watering. Energy and tension on the finish. From 2024. 
 

Meursault le Limozin 2020       £222.00/6 IB 

Perched next to Genevrières, Francois’ vines grow in just a few centimetres of poor soil over 

limestone. Francois has some very old vines here, planted in 1928. Pithy citrus nose. Pure and stylish, 

racy with a satin texture. Quite rich mid palate, then we see its mineral spine, really vibrant and lifted 

which counters the breadth, such good balance. Long and cool finish. 2024-2030 
 

Meursault 1er Cru Charmes 2020      £300.00/6 IB 

A vineyard with more clay giving richer wines with less obvious salinity. Clay holds water and is 

useful in a dry vintage. This is of its terroir, but well balanced by firm acidity, and while there is 

power on the mid palate the finish is tight and lifted by citrus acidity. Nicely balanced. 2025-2030+ 
 

Meursault 1er Cru Goutte d’Or 2020      £300.00/6 IB 

Less clay than Charmes here, so Francois says the limestone has more of an influence. Grapefruit 

and red fruits. Peachy attack, succulent, weight on mid palate, limestone on gums, dry honey, floral, 

but tight, focussed finish, tension, and freshness. Always seems a floral finish here. Meadow flowers. 

2025-2030+ 
 

Meursault 1er Cru Genevrières 2020      £330.00/6 IB 

Super nose, limes, orange, even a touch of mango. Really mouth filling palate, hits the senses, yet 

focussed and taut. Power with precision. Very long, very mineral, love this, such a terrific wine. 2027-

2032+ 
 

Meursault 1er Cru Poruzots 2020      £318.00/6 IB 

Francois always shows this last. It is more crystalline yet retains the sense of power and geology. 

Defined and cool, with super focus and precision. Crunchy white fruits, deeply mineral, fine, really 

rings the senses on its finish, infused with ginger and grapefruit. 2027-2032+ 
 

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Referts 2020     £330.00/6 IB 

A small holding in this good vineyard just over the border from the top of Meursault Charmes. Fair 

amount of clay here, giving powerful wines, but Francois’ old vines, planted in 1957, seem to 

emphasise the limestone element – deeply citrus, powerful yet lithe, this feels closer to Poruzots than 

Charmes. 2027-2032+ 
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Domaine Rodolphe Demougeot, Meursault 

Our second visit of the trip found Rodolphe in fine form. He largely built his domaine himself, from a 

few plots inherited from his family to the 10ha he has today. He now works organically and uses the 

biodynamic calander to inform his decisions. He specialises in single vineyard wines, carefully 

choosing sites which have a distinctive character. Completely destemmed, extractions are gentle, new 

oak is around 20% for most wines, up to 30% for the Pommard. When his wines are in barrel, they 

aren’t racked again until just before bottling. This is also when they see their first sulphur; Rodolphe 

aims to give the wines every opportunity to develop complexity. A talented wine maker, his wines show 

complex aromatics that range through fruit, flowers and minerals. These are, in my mind, the mark of 

fine Pinot Noir. These aren’t big or overly dense wines, they are subtle and elegant, but they age well, 

Rodolphe gifted us a bottle of his 2005 Pommard to have with dinner. It was delicious, and very much 

in its pomp.  

 

This tasting, in some ways, set the tone of the week. Yes, the vintage was hard work, and yes, the losses 

considerable. But the wines have turned out very well, Rodolphe has really exploited the best of the 

year to full effect. Nailed it, as my notes say. The wines are ripe, yet so fresh and pure, with the crunch 

of fruit at its most succulent, and a clear line from the site to the glass. What more could one ask for, 

except a bigger allocation! 

 

Hautes-Côtes de Beaune Rouge 2021      £93.00/6 IB 

A vineyard beyond Pommard, over the top of the cote, on the higher wine country of the Hautes-

Cotes. This is always amongst the last of Rodolphe’s vineyards to be harvested, the conditions are 

cooler here. Red fruited, floral, and mineral. Fills out a little in the glass. Refined, layered, this is 

simply lovely and will show well young. 2024-2028+ 
 

Monthélie La Combe Danay 2021      £132.00/6 IB 

The planting here runs over a dip in the slope, giving some vines an almost northerly aspect, the rest 

face south. Seems to bring a tension between coolness and ripeness and adds another dimension to 

the wine. Crunchy and pure. Delicate red fruits, spice, tension, and energy. Fine structure, a finish of 

stone and fruit, pretty and refined. 2025-2030+ 
 

Savigny-les-Beaune les Bourgeots 2021     £132.00/6 IB 

Les Bourgeots sits on a sandy and gravelly patch below the 1er Cru Les Dominodes. Really old vines 

here, some planted in 1949. It gets the sun and is recognised as a top village site. Red fruited, with a 

touch of menthol. Sweet core of refined red fruits, delicate, elegant, super freshness- this is lovely, and 

should show well young. 2024-2030+ 

  

Beaune Les Beaux Fougets 2021      £150.00/6 IB 

40-year-old vines lying down slope from the 1er Cru Boucherottes close to the Pommard border. 

Southeast facing. The deep red clay here gives a structured wine with firm tannins and good fruit 

concentration. Deeper colour, almost sultry red fruit on the nose. The palate, though, shows balanced 

and crisp, just-ripe fruit, vibrant, with excellent definition. 2024-2030+ 
 

Pommard Les Vignots 2021       £255.00/6 IB 

From a south facing site, high up the slope and looking at Volnay and Meursault, 36-year-old vines 

which Rodolphe says sit in a slight hollow, giving shelter from the wind. The soil here is very thin and 

this is a tender, relatively delicate Pommard. Sleek dark fruit, with a clear impression of limestone in 

its cool, mineral spine. Beautifully defined and refined. 2025-2035+ 
 

Pommard 1er Cru Les Charmots Le Coeur des Dames 2021   £300.00/6 IB 

A heart shaped vineyard within the 1er Cru Charmots, known for supple, accessible Pommard. 

Enclosed by a limestone wall, and well protected from the elements, Rodolphe uses a horse here, 

which avoids compacting the soil. Shows a little more richness and firmness than the Vignots, though 

they are both made in the same manner, but it is still very much in the mould of tender finesse rather 

than muscle. Super texture and fine tannins. Long, cool finish, real sense of place. 2027-2035+ 
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Domaine Jean Pascal, Puligny-Montrachet 

This 15 ha domaine is now run by Alexandra and Yann Pascal, a husband-and-wife team. They own 

vines in Puligny, Meursault, Auxey and Volnay.  It’s been a couple of years since we’ve been able to 

visit and taste, so we’re very pleased to be working together again.  

 

The quality here has taken a definite jump. Since 2018 the elevage has been extended, the whites now 

see around 9 months in barrel, new oak used sparingly, and 4 months + in tank on their lees, to gain 

complexity. A minimal filtration is carried out before bottling, and the wines are sealed with Diam 

corks.  

 

Harvest started on the 17th of September, with a strict sorting ensuring quality. Yields were tiny, 1er 

Crus worst affected, and almost nothing was made. We have just the village Puligny, which includes 

what little 1er Cru they could harvest.  

 

Bourgogne Aligoté 2021       £54.00/6 IB 

Two parcels, one Puligny, one Volnay. Classic aligoté nose, crystal meets earth, with racy citrus fruits 

and a saline, taut, crunchy palate. Lemons, and a hint of pineapple, make for a refreshing wine, 

uncomplicated yet delicious. 2024+ 

 

Auxey-Duresses Blanc 2021       £126.00/6 IB 

28-year-old vines on limestone and clay. 15% new oak. Peach on the nose, with limes too. Good body, 

lots of racy, crunchy fruit, leading to a creamy finish. Always a twist of lime on the finish in this wine, 

which I love. 2024+ 

 

Puligny-Montrachet 2021       £222.00/6 IB 

This comes from 3.5ha in seven sites spread right across the appellation, giving a classic Puligny-

Montrachet. Vines average 44-years old. 20% new oak. Some 1er Cru in the blend this year. Classical 

nose of fleshy white peach and honeysuckle. Super balance really hits well, lovely juicy attack, mid 

palate rich yet racy, succulent yet firm structure leading to a white flower, peach and lime infused 

finish. Classic, and very good. 2024-2029. 
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Domaine Florence Cholet, Corcelles les Arts 

Having taken over her family domaine fully in 2019 Florence is really hitting her stride. The domaine 

no longer uses pesticides or herbicides, the vineyards are ploughed, and all picking is done by hand. 

The domaine’s old vines give naturally low yields and grape selection, in the vineyard and winery, is 

severe. Wine making is traditional, using a minimum of technology – new oak is used very sparingly, 

fermentations happen with natural yeasts and are left to run their course. Florence has increased the 

length of her white elevage – her whites are now bottled around January, so 13-14 months post-harvest. 

She does no battonage after the malolactic fermentation to retain freshness. Instead, Florence leaves 

more lees in the wine – a better way of gaining richness and complexity without oxidation.  

 

In 2021 Florence was one of the first to begin picking. She tasted her grapes and felt the balance was 

right, and there wasn’t much point chasing more ripeness in expense of the freshness and transparency 

she looks for. It’s a very successful year here, for both red and white. The wines are beautifully fresh 

and transparent, a delicate Pinot year in Florence’s words, which is ideal for her style. As everywhere, 

quantities are low and allocations will be tight.  
 

Bourgogne Côte d’Or Blanc 2021      £84.00/6 IB 

Vines near Puligny and Meursault. Made in the same way as the village whites, with a longer elevage 

but all in older barrels. Lemon and butter nose. Good texture. Limey acidity, some chalky structure on 

the mid palate, super crisp peach and pear fruit, good length. Perhaps not quite a mini-Puligny this 

year, but nevertheless a lovely wine which will give much pleasure. 2024+ 
 

Auxey-Duresses 2021        £120.00/6 IB 

Did not taste, apologies. 
 

Puligny-Montrachet 2021       £204.00/6 IB 

The domaine has 1ha of vines divided between Les Enseignères, Les Levrons and La Rouselle. No 

new oak this year. Peaches and cream nose, great lime soaked attack, packed with freshness and racy 

acidity. Real energy here. Mineral. Fleshy, peachy fruit before a sense of salinity takes over. Very 

good, more classical than her 2020. 2025-2030 
 

Puligny-Montrachet Les Enseignères 2021     £222.00/6 IB 

80-year-old vines planted just below Bâtard-Montrachet. 25% new oak. More lift, more lemon than 

lime, more structured, and intense. Broader, yet deeper and more mineral too. Mouth-watering, fresh, 

and energetic, stone fruits and lime, citrus oil texture, then that deep, almost savoury minerality I 

often find here takes over. Very good indeed. 2026-2032 
 

Reds 

Hautes-Côtes de Beaune 2021       £78.00/6 IB 

A new wine for us this year. A vineyard above Pommard, cool in the mornings, with sun in the 

afternoon, which limits frost damage. This site seems to suit Florence’s style. It is light in colour, 

bright ruby, with delicate berry fruit, very fresh, and a mineral element to its acidity. Notes of dried 

flowers vie with just ripe cherry – this is beautifully balanced and so fresh.  
 

Saint-Romain Rouge Sous la Velle 2021     £114.00/6 IB 

A well regarded south facing site.20% new oak. Amazing colour, just beautifully bright to the rim. 

Crisp red fruit, super fresh, lovely bite, all balanced, nothing mean. Well integrated fine tannins, 

bright fruit, there’s sunshine here, and a breeze. A wine of purity, life and energy. I always like this 

cuvee, the 2019 is so good now, the 2020 needs a few years more, but all show a similar character 

and quality. 2024-2029. 
 

Auxey-Duresses Rouge 2021       £120.00/6 IB 

Did not taste, apologies 
 

Auxey-Duresses 1er Cru Les Ecussaux Rouge 2021    £132.00/6 IB 

Did not taste, apologies 
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Domaine Michel Niellon, Chassagne-Montrachet 

The frosts were as devastating here as they were elsewhere, losses amounted to over 50% in their village 

parcels and around 80% in their 1er Crus. We tasted with Lucie Coutoux, Michel Niellon’s 

granddaughter, who was candid about the problems they faced. Many of the clones planted in the 1940s 

and 50s were designed to flower and ripen early – ideal for the conditions of the time. Now however, 

with frosts coming later in the season, they are especially vulnerable. In 2021 they pulled up the entire 

Les Vergers 1er cru – its vines had been too badly damaged by the frost to continue. They have 

instigated a huge re-planting program over the next few years to deal with the issue, so are planning 

ahead. But they will be hard days for the domaine, as yields will of course fall. 

 

Summer was wet and much work was needed to fight against oidium and mildew. There was some good 

weather towards the end of the season, and harvest took place between the 18th-25th of September. They 

had planned to harvest a few days later, but the return of rain meant they went earlier, Lucie said 

ripening had essentially stopped and there wasn’t much to wait for. Strict sorting meant they had good 

grapes, but further lowered volume.  

 

However, it is not all doom and gloom. Lucie explained that as they tasted the wines during elevage 

they were surprised by how they built energy and weight. Ultimately, despite the hard work, or maybe 

because of it, they are pleased with how the 2021s have emerged. A return to a more classical style.  

 

Due to the very small allocations this year, the 1er Crus will go to previous buyers. Apologies for the 

disappointment.  

 

Chassagne-Montrachet 2021       £444.00/12 IB 

From a number of plots across the village. Hazelnut and butter, alongside pithy citrus fruit. Lovely 

sleek texture, good concentration, there’s weight on the mid palate, acids and a saline spine combine 

to add freshness, and this finishes with saline citrus fruit. The balance is good, this will show well 

young. 2024-2029. 

 

Reds 

Chassagne-Montrachet Rouge 2021      £270.00/12 IB 

30% new oak. From vines with an average age of 25 years, growing in several parcels around the 

village. In 2021 gentle, gentle wine making was the key – to avoid any harsh tannins and focus on 

freshness and fruit. The reds were given a long cold soak before fermentation in tank. They were then 

pressed and moved to barrel before the malo. No racking before being moved back to tank before 

bottling. Lovely colour, very ’21. Red fruit and spice nose. Pretty, quite light, and fresh, but all in 

balance. Fine tannins and sweet fruit, very attractive. Touch of dried herbs on the finish, alongside a 

note of gingerbread. 2025-2030+ 

 

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Clos de la Maltroie Rouge 2021  £456.00/12 IB 

Vines planted in 1971. Again, glorious colour. As above, but + elegance, + purity. Bright fruit over 

savoury undertones. Super freshness, fine integrated tannins, then a feeling of the clay which adds 

weight, this has a good core of concentration, and decent length, a finish which shows cranberry and 

spice. Probably for the medium term, say 2025-2030+.  
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Domaine Sylvain Langoureau, St Aubin 

Now fully organic, the domaine is worked by hand, vines are pruned to give low yields and grass 

grows between the rows. In the winery fermentations happen with natural yeasts and new oak is used 

sparingly – Sylvain, 5th generation vigneron, and his wife Nathalie, want to clearly showcase their 

various climats, free from invasive flavours. Nathalie told us they didn’t necessarily look for 

concentration, rather fruit and freshness.  

 

2021 was hard, both physically and psychologically. The frosts took between 65-80% of their 

potential yield, and the growing season was equally difficult. Harvest took place from the 23rd of 

September, strict sorting meant further reductions in quantity, a painful but necessary step for making 

quality wines. Nathalie remained ruefully philosophical throughout our tasting though – a testament to 

her positive outlook. Both their son and daughter have decided to join the domaine when their studies 

are done. We shared a delicious supper together after the tasting, and having met the next generation, 

the future at least looks bright, despite what today may throw at them. 

 

Bourgogne Aligoté 2021       £60.00/6 IB 

Big barrels bring some texture, but no flavour. Pungent nose of lemon pith and earth, bright peach, 

silky texture, fresh, lots of drive. Not rich- light and refreshing. Classic aligoté – drink to slake ones 

thirst next summer.  

 

St Aubin 2021         £120.00/6 IB 

The Langoureau village St Aubin comes from vineyards at the top of the slopes where a thin layer of 

clay sits atop poor limestone. They lost about 65% of the crop in 2021. Grapefruit, a touch of mango, 

in its nose. Chalky, racy attack, lime on the mid palate, mouth-watering crunch, plenty of tension, 

before that ripe fruit reappears on the saline finish. 2024-2026+ 

 

St Aubin 1er Cru en Remilly 2021      £180.00/6 IB 

Perhaps St Aubin's finest site. Very little clay over the limestone gives the wine a racy attack and 

mineral finish. Lovely peachy and pure nose. Very good tension, with a silky texture and a cool 

stream of minerality running through it. Big burst of limes, this is really good, with orange peel, and 

dried herbs fanning out along its mineral soaked length. 2025-2030. 

 

Chassagne Montrachet Les Perclos 2021     £210.00/6 IB 

Lying further towards Chassagne to the south of Les Houillères this site has deeper clay over the 

limestone. Sylvain allows grass to grow between the rows. This additional competition forces the 

vines to grow deeper roots, sending them through the rich clay to the bed rock, limestone, below. 

Sylvain thinks this in turn brings freshness and minerality to the wine. Pithy lemon nose, with white 

flower notes. Fresh acidity, quite a silky texture, then quite firmly structured towards it salt and lime 

finish. 2025-2030 

 

Chassagne Montrachet Les Houillères  2021     £210.00/6 IB 

The Langoureau family own several sites outside of their home village of St Aubin. One of our 

favourites is Les Houillères, a Lieux-Dit which lies below Bâtard-Montrachet right against the 

Puligny border. It seems to take some Puligny character in its chalky, taut frame. Racy yet fleshy 

citrus fruit, bigger bodied than the Perclos, a little rounder and peachier. Very mineral in its finish 

though, were the Puligny influence seems clear. 2025-2030 

 

Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Garenne 2021     £294.00/6 IB 

Just 20% new oak here. A high slope vineyard with poor soils known for racy wines, La Garenne 

seems to be coming into its own with warmer harvests. Something akin to an oily, citrus skin, attack, 

orange bitters, peach, then taut, focussed acidity takes over and this finishes crystalline and intense. 

Almost a Malden like crunch, salty, so nicely defined, with good length and some ginger like spice on 

the finish. 2026-3032 
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Domaine Joseph Roty, Gevrey Chambertin 

We taste with Pierre-Jean Roty, 11th generation wine maker. Even for Burgundy the Rotys’ roots are 

remarkably deep.  

 

Two years ago, when we were tasting the 2018s, Pierre-Jean said that, as a young wine maker, he was 

worried that this trio of vintages, 18,19 & 20, had come too early in his career. To have three such good 

years in a row was very rare – had he done a good enough job of exploiting them? Having tasted all 

three, I’d say he has risen to the task admirably. 2018 is a very concentrated, dark and structured vintage 

at Roty, producing wines for the serious long term. 2019 is a more ‘pinot’ year, in Pierre-Jean’s mind, 

the wines are fresher, and there is less muscular concentration, though again, they will clearly be long-

lived wines. 2020 falls somewhere between the two. It is structured and darkly fruited, with firm tannins 

across the range. However there is also a lift and freshness, a feeling of space as well as structure, of 

light among the shadows, which suggests a drinking plateau which may come rather sooner than 2018 

but will be less easy in early life than 2019. I look forward to tasting the three vintages together in the 

future, they will make for a fascinating comparison.  

 

Harvest began on the 2nd of September, beautiful grapes which didn’t need much additional sorting.  

 

Coteaux Bourguignon 2020       £90.00/6 IB 

100% pinot from old vines, no gamay here. Two parcels near the Gevrey boundary. Intense nose, ripe 

black fruits. Pure on the palate, really very intense and full bodied for its level, fine grippy tannins, 

almost monolithic today, until a spear of pure fruit bursts through on the finish. Really impressive – 

will last for years. 2026+ 

 

Bourgogne Rouge Pressonnier 2020      £126.00/6 IB 

Vines in the north-east section where the land slopes up. Used to be Gevrey village and I get the 

distinct feeling at chez Roty they think it still should be. Ages very well. Dark but bright nose. More 

detail on the palate than the Coteaux Bourguignon, I like the purity and sweetness of fruit here. 

Fresh, everything feels concentrated, yet balanced and surrounded by firm tannin. An intense 

Bourgogne. 2028+ 

 

Marsannay 2020        £165.00/6 IB  

Joe Roty was an early buyer of land in Marsannay, he saw the potential when the village was still 

under appreciated. As a result, he was able to buy good sites with old vines. The village Marsannay 

comes from three sites, two of which, La Charme Aux Prêtres and Bas de Longeroies, are in line for 

promotion to 1er Cru. Concentrated, dark, almost inky cherry, but also lighter stone fruit and violets. 

Really very vigorous and intense, with grippy tannins, quite intense, and lots of concentration. 2026+ 

 

Marsannay les Ouzeloy 2020       £186.00/6 IB 

A vineyard in the middle of the appellation next to Longeroies. 3 parcels, the largest of which has 90-

year-old vines. Tighter, pure dark fruit, and sultry night flowers. Nicely defined, all in balance, but all 

dialled up, this is a concentrated, uncompromising old vine Pinot. Should age very well but may not 

be for early drinking! 2028+ 

 

Gevrey Chambertin 2020       £282.00/6 IB 

Five parcels which run right though the centre of Gevrey. Cool and well defined fruit, and plenty of it. 

Blackberry, mulberry, lots of countering acidity, and that cool finesse this wine often shows. Again, 

large framed, concentrated, fine if forceful tannin, intense, in a word. Good length, and a welcome 

floral intricacy to the finish. Good prospects, 2030+.  
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Gevrey Chambertin Les Champs Chenys 2020    £312.00/6 IB 

The Roty vines lie at the level just below their lowest vines in Charmes Chambertin. When describing 

these vines, Pierre-Jean said they give elegance to the Tres Vieilles Vignes blend. We can see that 

character here too; this is a filigree Gevrey for those who appreciate finesse. Doesn’t stop it ageing 

though – a 1993 from Robert’s cellar, opened last year, was absolutely singing. Exotic dark fruits, 

plum and mulberry, despite its concentration this is fine, refined and quite elegant, on its own terms. 

Excellent purity and depth, plenty of juicy energy, v fine tannins, and lifted by mineral coolness on the 

finish. 2030++. 

 

Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Les Fontenys 2020    £660.00/6 IB 

50-100-year-old vines from a site which borders Ruchottes Chambertin on the outskirts of the village. 

Not as perfumed as the Champs Chenys, but here we find a perhaps more traditional style of Gevrey. 

Opaque in the glass. Pure, but super dark, fruit. Hugely concentrated again, but there is finesse here, 

a silky structure, poised, chiselled from rock, with a darkly floral finish. Exciting prospect. 2035+.  

 

Charmes-Chambertin Tres Vieilles Vignes 2020 per three bottles * £930.00/3 IB 

The most senior vines here date from 1881, making them some of the oldest in France. Vines at this 

age produce little fruit, but their deep roots and low vigour mean what they do produce can be of 

terrific quality. There’s often an oyster note to the nose here, alongside an array of fruit, earth and 

mineral tones, complex and hard to describe. This is towards the far edge of ripeness, with a hint of 

cola, but nothing dried, nothing overdone. Tight and fine despite its really immense power. Three 

dimensional stuff, hard to pin down, immensely long, really complex, shimmering basket of fruit, 

flower and minerals. Always a visceral joy to taste this so young, feels like it could be immortal. 

2035++.   
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Domaine Hubert Lignier, Morey St Denis 

There’s no tasting I look forward to, or enjoy so much, as our visits to Domaine Lignier. Quite simply 

a terrific domaine led by one of the most thoughtful winemakers I know. 

2020 was another solar vintage to go with 2018 & 2019, with the lowest yields of all three. Firstly, 

flowering was unsettled, leading to difficulties with fruit set, then the drought conditions further 

impacted the crop – there was very little juice in the berries. Laurent estimated that one needed ¼ more 

grapes to fill a barrel than in a normal year. Harvest began on the 27th of August. The earliest at the 

domaine for a century! The grapes were in perfect condition, but had thick skins due to the dry 

conditions, so Laurent was especially careful to gently extract – there was no pigeage, only remontage, 

a longer cold soak than normal, and he used 30% whole bunches in most wines, to add some freshness 

and tension. After an 8 day cold soak at 120C he began his fermentations at 170C, to preserve delicate 

aromas and primary fruit and lock in freshness, gradually letting them rise to extract tannin only at the 

end of the process.  

2020 marks the first release of some wines new to Domaine Lignier, a Monthélie and a Monthélie 1er 

Cru, and a Volnay. These vineyards are already being farmed organically, but wont be certified until 

2026. Full details in the notes below.  

The Lignier 2020s are beautiful wines. They are relatively darkly coloured, perfumed, with lots of pure 

black cherry and berry fruit. Tannins are silky and well balanced, and there is a surprising freshness to 

the wines which beautifully harmonises with the concentrated dark fruit. With such good balance, and 

such concentration, I feel they will be long lived, and should be magnificent wines when mature. 

Sadly our allocations are much reduced from 2019, and this will affect what we are able to offer to you. 

As ever, allocations of the Grand Cru, Morey-St-Denis 1er Cru Vieilles Vignes & Chaffots, Gevrey 

Combottes and Chambolle Baudes will only go to those who balance their order with village wines.  

From 2019 Domaine Lignier is certified Organic by Ecocert, with many of the vineyards being farmed 

biodynamically. I have indicated which sites below (B). Further evidence of the dedication and hard 

work of Laurent and his team.  

Bourgogne Rouge Grand Chaliot 2020     £120.00/6 IB 

From a vineyard to the south of Nuits-St-George, below a combe. There is more iron in the soil than 

is found in Morey. Always a structured, serious Bourgogne that, with a few years in bottle, transcends 

its appellation. Plenty of colour! Quite cool and firm, relatively full with dark fruit and a touch of 

liquorice. A bit of refreshing crunch to the mid palate, sweet tannin, then deep fruit on the finish. 

2025+ (B) 

 

Chambolle-Musigny Les Bussieres 2020      £384.00/6 IB 

60-year-old vines growing near the Morey border, just south of Roumier’s Clos de Bussieres. Deep 

fruit, a touch more red, floral and almost peachy. Elegant palate, refined, fine structure, no 

clumsiness, super definition, rose floral on the finish. 2026+ (B) 

 

Gevrey-Chambertin Les Seuvrées 2020     £288.00/6 IB 

An old family vineyard just below Charmes-Chambertin. Vines planted between 1938 and 1966. 30% 

whole bunch, which Laurent says adds freshness and perfume. An elegant, fine Gevrey village. Cool 

black fruit, sappy and a touch mineral. Black cherry palate, some chew to the tannins, real purity on 

the finish, freshness, and tension too. Very good. 2028+ (B) 
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Morey-St-Denis Tres Girard 2020      £270.00/6 IB 

Vines planted in the 70s in this site just below the 1er Cru Clos Sorbé. A vineyard which shows 

Morey’s more tender, lighter side, and a wine which shows its complexity young. We didn’t taste the 

2020, apologies.  

 

Morey-St-Denis Trilogy 2020       £294.00/6 IB 

A blend of three old vine village vineyards planted in 1936, 1942, 1964 and 1972. The three sites, 

Chenevery, Clos Solon and Porroux, are spread across the village. Their old vines give low yields, 

rarely more than 30hl/ha, of great quality fruit. Super lift here, very pure, perfumed nose of dark red 

and black fruit. Fuller, more power, built around a deep structure, fine tannins, lots of concentration, 

with a good finish of dark fruit, lighter strawberry notes, and dark flowers. Feels like one can really 

taste the old vine influence. Will need time. 2028+. (B) 

 

Pommard les Chanlins 2020       £288.00/6 IB 

Situated on the Volnay border, mid slope, quite steep, 20-30%, thin soil over the limestone. Laurent 

says it gives elegant and mineral wines with firm tannins. He has completely replanted the site since 

buying it in 2009, using massal selection from the old vines in Chambolle Bussieres and Clos de la 

Roche. Crisp black fruits, fresh and floral. This is a very fine Pommard, it is elegant and refined, 

almost light, with delicious crunchy fruit. Just a suggestion of something firmer in its structure gives 

its roots away. (B) 

 

Monthélie 2020        £168.00/6 IB 

Did not taste in 2020, apologies.  

 

Volnay 2020         £288.00/6 IB 

From two sites, Ez Blanches, high on the slope, between Clos des Chenes and the wood line above, 

and Ez Echards, just below Ronceret and Champans 1er Crus. Lovely colour here, bright and 

transparent. Certainly on the elegant / finesse side of the vintage, this is beautifully poised and floral, 

really very lip-smacking, and delicious, cool and tight. Will be very interesting to follow its 

development. 2025++ 

 

Monthélie 1er Cru 2020       £240.00/6 IB 

A blend of three 1er Crus, Les Barbières, Sur la Velle and les Vignes Rondes, all to the west of the 

village towards Volnay. Indeed Sur la Velle is almost a continuation of Volnay’s Clos des Chêne. 

Spicy dark red currant fruit. Taut and lythe, with sleek fruit and fine tannins, this has a cool, glossy 

texture, very attractive. Mineral finish, and actually quite grippy. 2028+ 

 

Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Baudes 2020 per three bottles  £360.00/3 IB 

Old family vines in a site below Bonnes-Mares. Richly coloured, deep red and purple fruit nose. 

Relatively full but tight and fine, real presence in the mouth, with fine if grippy tannins adding to its 

sensual texture. Rings the senses on the finish with waves of berry fruit, violets and roses. Always 

ages well and I think 2020 will be no different. 2032++.  (B) 

 

Morey-St-Denis 1er Cru Clos Baulet 2020     £432.00/6 IB 

Morey’s smallest 1er Cru, just below Clos des Lambrays. The silty, stony soil is free draining and 

gives lighter, delicate wines. Didn’t taste in 2020, apologies.  

 

Morey-St-Denis 1er Cru Chenevery 2020      £432.00/6 IB 

More clay in the soil gives a deeper, structured wine. Seems to drink well at around 10 years – the 

2009 and 2010 are both showing well, while the 2014 has the potential but needs more time. 

Perfumed, sleek dark fruit, lovely freshness and elegance, almost austere in the context of the vintage, 

fine, sweet pure fruit, dark, stylish wine – with the tannic structure to age well. 2030+. 
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Morey-St-Denis 1er Cru Riotte 2020      £495.00/6 IB 

At the foot of Clos St Denis. This lies just north of Clos Baulet but has deeper soil with more clay and 

larger stones. Richer nose, less lifted, more earthy. Dark berry. Feels very Morey, there’s something 

brooding and dark here, with little red fruit highlights too. Riper and denser than the Chenevery, but 

muscles rather than flab. Tannins are fine, but quite grippy, and feel like they will need some time. 

Lovely autumnal notes, wood smoke, on the finish. 2032+  

 

Morey-St-Denis 1er Cru Chaffots 2020   per three bottles  £255.00/3 IB 

Above Clos St Denis, at 330 metres. Thin, poor soil in a cool, windy but sunny site. Vines planted in 

1968. One of the finest 1er Cru in Morey. Really inviting, lifted nose, very pure, perfumed. Taut, with 

a crystalline structure, there’s a wonderful presence and potential within its compact frame. Excellent 

wine, the cool altitude and the warm vintage working in harmony, really very long, floral and mineral 

finish. 2033+ (B)  

  

Morey-St-Denis 1er Cru Vieilles Vignes 2020  per three bottles  £360.00/3 IB 

¾ from Faconnières, planted in ’47 and ’60, ¼ from Chenevery, planted ’36, ’42 and ‘43. Laurent 

says the soils here are like Clos de La Roche, with Dalle Nacrée, pearly limestone, underneath 

shallow soil. The old vines give a lot of millerandage grapes, small, concentrated berries. Fuller 

bodied, but just as tight and fine. Inscrutable wall of fruit today, perfectly pitched ripeness, this is 

intense and packed with potential. Fine structure coats the gums, leading to a long, long and 

concentrated finish, floral, mineral, structured. 2035++. (B) 

 

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Combottes 2020  per three bottles  £420.00/3 IB 

In amongst the Grand Cru, although a slight dip in the vineyard perhaps accounts for its 1er Cru 

status. South facing but cooled by a combe which channels cold air from above. A sandy and supple 

soil according to Laurent, with excellent drainage. Unfortunately not tasted. (B) 

 

Charmes-Chambertin Grand Cru 2020  per three bottles  £630.00/3 IB 

A single 1948 planting in the Mazoyères Haut section with deeper soil than in Clos de la Roche. A 

different beast, less expressive than the MSD 1ers, this is full bodied, and suggests dark raspberries. 

Ripe, full but restrained by its firm structure and very fine but surprisingly rigid tannic spine. This 

will take some time to find itself, and live up to its name, but the potential is clear. 2035+ (B) 

 

Clos de la Roche Grand Cru 2020   per three bottles  £840.00/3 IB 

Old vines, ’53-’65, in two sections, Monts Luisants and Fremières. The soil is a complex mix of 

limestone, sand and clay over Dalle Nacrée, compact rock full of fossils from the middle Jurassic. 

Year in year out one of the finest wines I taste- the few older bottles I have been lucky to drink have 

been magical. There’s a lot on the nose, a melange, with every element just right, nothing over ripe or 

dried. Exceptionally mineral attack, and that deep seam runs throughout the wine. Masses of tight 

fresh fruit, super tension and intensity, massive concentration yet worn so lightly. Firm structure, 

chiselled, then long and complex on the finish, mineral, taut, with an attractive florality hinting at the 

perfumed delights to come. Energy here, purity, and life. 2040+  (B) 
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Domaine Sylvain Cathiard, Vosne-Romanée 

Sebastien Cathiard does not stand still. He is steadily raising the quality ever higher, and his domaine 

is now amongst the most sought after in Burgundy. It’s no surprise, there’s drama in these wines – they 

play with texture, between richness and freshness, deep fruit, and delicate floral nuance, they seem to 

be built from contrasts and are hard to describe and pin down. Terrific, in a word. 

 

Fascinating to be back in Vosne to catchup with the ongoing works at the domaine. Last year’s giant 

earthworks have finished – they are now new cellars, giving more room for storage and wine making. 

The new building, which stands where Sebastien’s grandparents’ house once did, is cathedral like in its 

size and design, testament to the ambitions of Sebastien and his team. 

 

Harvest started on the 23rd of September on the Côtes-de-Nuits, and the 27th on the Hautes-Côtes parcels. 

Despite the pressures of the season the team harvested good grapes, and after the normal sorting 

Sebastien was happy with the fruit quality – but not so much the volume. He lost a lot of production 

across his range, with the yields in his Vosne 1er Crus especially badly affected, losing over 70%. To 

cut a long story short, we have next to nothing to offer of his village wines, let alone his 1er Crus. We 

will contact previous buyers, but even for those of you who have bought before, we won’t be able to 

offer more than a mixed case. Where we have a small availability I have listed the wines below.  

 

Whites 

Bourgogne Aligoté 2022       £126.00/6 IB 

Two plantings. One in La Croix Blanche, where the Cathiard Coteaux Bourguignon comes from, 

planted in 2011, and a second with 60 & 80-year-old vines. Sebastian’s Aligoté is deep and spicy in 

2022, with super concentration and depth. It is focused, not too racy, with good freshness and 

balance, and a long finish showing dry honey, pithy citrus fruit and notes of oyster shell and stone 

fruit. Really excellent.  

 

Reds 

Bourgogne Rouge 2021       £222.00/6 IB 

Three parcels. One on the Vosne Vougeot border, two between Vosne and Nuits-St-George. Super 

colour. Crisply ripe. There’s the snap and crunch of natural red fruits, a good weight on the palate, 

and the whole is nicely poised and focussed. Very good.  

 

Bourgogne Hautes-Côtes de Nuits 2021     £240.00/6 IB 

A new wine for 2021, 85% from Villars-Fontaine above Nuits-St-George, planted in 2000 on deeper 

clay, and 15% from Dames Huguette, with shallow clay. Focussed, precise wine. Lovely texture, very 

pure, crunchy dark red fruit, cool and sleek with silky tannins and good length. 

 

Bourgogne Hautes-Côtes de Nuits Aux Chaumes 2021   £252.00/6 IB 

From 35–40-year-old vines on the plateau above Nuits-St-Georges. Poor, thin clay over limestone. 

Cool and dark fruit, super freshness, nicely balanced, with black fruits and suave tannins giving an 

ice cool texture, this is really nicely done. So poised. Elegant and refined this finishes pretty and 

floral, a lovely perfumed wine.  

 

Bourgogne Hautes-Côtes de Nuits Les Dames Huguette 2021   £258.00/6 IB 

30–70-year-old vines in lots of different small parcels. Just below the Antenna above Nuits-St-George, 

for those who have been. On the slope, at about 350ms, very thin clay over limestone. Touch darker 

and feels more concentrated. Layers of minerals and flowers, around a core of just ripe dark fruit, 

very sleek. Silky tannins add to the feeling of finesse. This is really nicely judged, with everything just 

where it should be. 

 

Due to the very small vintage the Cathiard village and 1er Crus will be allocated to previous buyers. 
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Domaine Coquard Loison Fleurot (CLF), Flagey-Echézeaux 

This is always a terrific tasting – Wine maker Thomas Collardot is a warm and open person, obviously 

a first rate taster, he listens intently and always seems to make a comment or two which spurs my 

imagination.  

 

Harvest began here on the 24th of September. Yields were down, by over 50% in the Grand Cru. 

No Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru was made.  

 

Demand now outstrips supply, and the wines will be allocated. Preference will go to previous buyers, 

and those who buy across the offer. Please let us know what you would like, and we will do our best. 

We ask for a 2:1 ratio of village to 1er or grand cru.  

 

We have yet to receive the 2021 prices from the domaine, so will confirm prices as soon as we are able 

to.  
 

Bourgogne Rouge 2021       TBC/6 IB 

Vines below Clos Vougeot. Great colour! Cool fruit, crisp and perfumed. Focus and purity, lots of 

energy here, this is a very good start. 2024+. 
 

Chambolle-Musigny 2021       TBC/6 IB 

Tender red fruits, cranberry, and cherry. Lovely and floral. Focussed, lifted and really rather refined. 

2026-2032+ 
 

Morey-St-Denis 2021        TBC/6 IB 

A blend of Clos Salon and En Seuvrey. Duskier, sultrier than the Chambolle’s crispness. Beautifully 

defined though, hi-fidelity stuff. Very fine if not quite silky tannins, quite a glossy texture, then crisp 

freshness on the mid palate, and concentration too. Long, floral finish. 2026-2032+ 
 

Gevrey-Chambertin 2021       TBC/6 IB 

A blend of three sites. Champerrier and En Songe, to the north of the village, bring freshness and 

finesse while Vignes Belles, below the Grand Crus, brings structure. Broodier, earthier. Red fruits 

and wood smoke. Tannins a bit firmer, good acid crunch, vibrant red fruits, this is all so well 

balanced, and finishes with lovely perfume, rose petals. 2026-2032+ 
 

Vosne-Romanée 2021         TBC/6 IB 

From two parcels. Maizière, near Echézeaux and planted with 75-year-old vines gives a hearty wine 

with fine tannins, a velvety texture and a sense of depth and purity. La Violette, higher and cooler, 

gives more delicate floral notes and adds detail. Great! A basket of fruit and flowers. Very taut, I love 

the precision here, there’s something marble-like, cool, at its core. Ice like texture, everything in its 

place, really very pure, gossamer fine and filigree. A fantastic village wine. 2026-2032+ 

 

Clos Vougeot Grand Cru 2021    per 3 bottles*  TBC/3 IB 

70-year-old vines near the bottom of the vineyard. Thomas used some whole bunches here for the first 

time. This is earthier on the nose than the ethereal Vosne. Palate is sweet and lifted though, full of 

energy and life. It is pure and spicy, with a touch of clay to its tannins, quite firm, before a natural, 

unforced finish, long, lots of fruit, and a pleasing dryness to its structure. Quite serious. 2030-2035+ 

 

Charmes-Chambertin Grand Cru 2021  per 3 bottles*  TBC/3 IB 

Vines planted in 1967, ‘Vin tres généreuse’ says Thomas. Hearty red fruits, more restrained than in 

recent vintages though, with unusual freshness and focus. A refined and layered Charmes with a 

mineral finesse in its perfumed finish. Very good. 2030-2035+ 
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Echézeaux Grand Cru 2021    per 3 bottles*  TBC/3 IB 

From three plots, mainly Orveaux. The oldest vines are 66 years old. Great, this reminds me of an 

autumn walk in the vines, cool, crisp,  woodsmoke in the air. Pure cherry and stone fruit, sleekly 

textured though there’s a little fire at its heart. Finishes with terrific freshness and florality. 2025-

2035+ 

 

Clos de la Roche Grand Cru 2021   per 3 bottles*  TBC/3 IB 

Blue and red fruits, one seems able to smell the cool finesse promised here. More reserved than the 

Echézeaux, very well defined, focussed, sinuously muscular. Very mineral and tight, this is all about 

finesse and intricacy, its concentration and power wrapped up tightly in its satin cool structure. Very 

good. 2031-2040+ 

 

Clos St Denis Grand Cru 2021    per 3 bottles*  TBC/3 IB 

Thomas says Clos St Denis has more sand in the soil, which he thinks gives an extra finesse to the 

wine. Pure red fruit nose, raspberry, racy and compact. Very tight, saline palate, with fine tannins 

adding to the impression of silkiness in its texture. Almost a chiselled graphite core, this could be 

hewn rather than made, with its cool, taut red fruits. Beautifully poised and intense, will need a few 

years but the potential is really exciting. 2031-2040+ 

 

Grands Echézeaux Grand Cru 2021   per 3 bottles*  TBC/3 IB 

Wow! What a nose, hard to describe, really a basket of fruit and flowers, crisp and fresh, alongside 

complex savoury and mineral notes as well. Always puts me in mind of tea in its complex interwoven 

flavours. Just fantastic, really complex, and slightly wild, but balanced and  harmonious, both tight at 

its huge core, yet expansive and perfumed on its finish. Enigmatic today, clearly a serious, age worthy 

Grand Cru from the top drawer. 2031-2040+ 

 

*non-original packaging 
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How the offer works 

 

The wines in this offer are priced IB (In Bond) i.e., ex UK duty and VAT.  

 

The wines are currently at their domains, we will ship them to the UK over the course of the year, 

with the latest released wines normally arriving in the UK in December. When all of your wines have 

arrived, we will contact you regarding delivery. At this point the wines can be transferred to a bonded 

storage account, either with us or elsewhere, or delivered to you direct.  

 

If the wines are delivered Duty and VAT, at the prevailing rate, will become payable. Duty is 

currently £2.23 a bottle or £13.38 per six bottle case. This may change over the course of 2023. 

VAT is payable on both the cost of the wine and the duty. For instance, a bottle which costs £10.00 IB 

(in bond) will cost £14.68 delivered, inclusive of duty and VAT. Please contact us if you would like 

further details.  

 

Allocations 

For some of the wines in this offer demand will exceed supply, and we will have to allocate. 

Preference will always go to those who have bought in the past and those who buy across the offer, 

but please let us know what you would like, and we will do our very best. Unfortunately yields were 

quite severely down, by up to 70-80%, in some vineyards, and this will have an affect on what we are 

able to offer. 

 

We aim to finish the allocation process by the second week of February. Please bear with us, we 

thank you for your patience.  

 

Packaging 

For some of the wines which are in particularly high demand we have chosen to split cases and offer 

these in lots of three bottles. These wines are indicated in the offer and will not be in original 

packaging, as in many cases the domaines are unable to pack in threes.  

 

Delivery 

We will deliver all your wines together when they have arrived in the UK. This will normally be 

January following the offer, so in this case, January 2024.  

 

If you would like to take delivery of each wine as it arrives, please let us know. However, this may 

incur extra delivery or transfer fees.  

 

Orders of over 36 bottles will be transferred or delivered free of charge, excluding certain postcodes 

and the Highlands and Islands. Please contact us for a list of these postcodes. Orders for less will be 

charged at cost. Please enquire for details. 

 

Storage 

We can store your wine for you. Many of the wines in this offer will require time to show at their best. 

If space is short or conditions at home less than ideal, we can hold the wines on your behalf at our 

bonded warehouse. Current costs are £12.00 ex vat per dozen, £6.00 per six, paid yearly in advance.  

 

Please call us on 0203 215 0011 to discuss this service.  

 

 

 

 

Robert Rolls & Co 

E&OE January 2023 


